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Product category 
Hook, Hanger & Coat Stand

Production process 
The metal parts are cast from aluminum, after
which they are milled and then powder coated.
The wooden knobs are turned from solid wood.

Environment
Indoor

Materials
Powder coated aluminium and lacquered oak.

Colours
Graphite & Coloured knobs, Graphite & Oak knobs

Dimensions (cm/in)
 SC74: H: 26cm / 10.2in, W: 5cm / 1.9in, 
D: 16cm / 6.3in.
SC75: H: 36cm / 14.2in, W: 6cm / 2.4in, 
D: 23cm / 9in.
SC76: H: 25cm / 6.3in, W: 55cm / 21.6in, 
D: 16cm / 6.3in.
SC77: H: 183cm / 72in, W: 60cm / 23.6in, 
D: 60cm / 23.6in. 

Design year
2022
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The sculptural Capture brings a sense of play to practicalities.

Space Copenhagen brings their signature style to Capture, a highly versatile new 
design that provides an elevated perspective on everyday home items. Capture’s 
three pieces – a coat hook, a coat hanger, and a coat stand – were designed to be 
easy add-ons that offer functional solutions for any space. 

Inspired by the appearance of branches reaching out from a tree, Capture boasts 
a soft and fluid appearance. Crafted from powder coated metal, with circular 
knobs on the end of each hook to secure your belongings, this contemporary 
design can be adapted to suit any purpose. Each piece features a powder coated 
graphite structure paired with playful, multi-coloured knobs or a more classic 
version featuring oak knobs. 

The Capture coat stand is a sophisticated design that will stand out in an interior. 
Ideal for both contract and retail spaces, this three-tiered piece offers a sculptural 
take on a traditional piece of furniture, with arms that offer different depths for 
maximum functionality. It comes as a flat pack for easy assemblage. 

The Capture coat hanger features ten arms attached to a horizontal strip of metal. 
The perfect addition to an entry hall, its swinging hooks offer increased flexibility 
and ease of use. It comes as a flat pack for easy assemblage.

Designed to be used alone or in a set, the highly adaptable Capture coat hooks 
provide a range of solutions around the home. Also featuring swinging hooks,  
this piece can be used in the bathroom or kitchen as a handy place to hang towels, 
or in the entrance hall for coats and bags. 

“Capture aims to be easy, light, and versatile in terms of its use and placement 
in an interior,” explain Space Copenhagen founders Signe Bindslev Henriksen 
and Peter Bundgaard Rützou. “Each member in this family optimizes space and 
secures a specific set of needs.”
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&Tradition is a Danish design company established in 2010 with the founding principle being 
tradition tied to innovation. Our unique portfolio of furniture and lighting spans from the 1920s 

to the present day and includes designs by internationally renowned designers.



&Tradition bridges the gap between old and new to create interior objects with 
timeless appeal. From revisiting influential pieces from past masters, to creating 
new favorites in collaboration with acclaimed international designers, we celebrate 
the many facets of modern design. 
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